Human trafficking: fiction reflecting real life

With Peter Ritchie

Reading List

Crime novelist Peter Ritchie and Heidi Ogboke from City Hearts Aberdeen joined an audience at Central Library on the 27 March 2019 to discuss Human Trafficking in fiction and real life.

This reading list of books, articles and websites has been prepared to support further research and exploration of the topic.

All items are available to access via your Aberdeen City library membership or are freely available online.
Books

Books from the author

Visit our library catalogue to search, reserve titles, borrow and read Peter’s books for free.

Cause of death

(Book 1 of the Detective Grace Macallan crime thriller series starts with Grace’s career hitting “a serious roadblock”.

When a covert police operation in Northern Ireland goes badly wrong, she's faced with a painful decision - lie to save a young officer’s career or tell the truth and ruin her own reputation. For Grace, there can be only one answer. Reassigned to the newly formed Lothian & Borders Major Crime Team, Grace Macallan is forced to rebuild her career and her reputation. But when a brutal attack on a prostitute turns into a series of murders, the Major Crime Team is under serious pressure. The tabloid headlines are lurid and the team badly needs a result. With a new life to build in a new city, a new boss as smooth as an 18-year-old malt and a very high profile lawyer as the chief suspect, Grace soon begins to wonder if telling the truth is always the right thing to do.

Evidence of death

(Book 2 of the Detective Grace Macallan crime thriller series Evidence of Death follows the story of Billy Nelson.

Scarred by the Troubles in Belfast, Billy Nelson returns to his loyalist roots following his discharge from army service. But Belfast and the people he knew have changed, and after his gang are responsible for a series of violent attacks on innocent victims, he is forced out of the city and moves in on the drugs business in Edinburgh. Taking on the family who have been the main players in the city for years, a battle for control amongst the criminal underworld of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Belfast ensures, and the balance of power is upset.)
Shores of Death

Book 3 of the Detective Grace Macallan crime thriller series tests sees Grace take on an enquiry that tests her to her limits.

An undercover officer is missing, and a young woman is washed up barely alive on the Berwickshire coast. Details of an operation trafficking women from Eastern Europe begin to emerge, and as a dangerous career criminal realises his team has been infiltrated, he begins to clean the trail of evidence leading to him. A complex alliance of cold-blooded criminals from Newcastle, Glasgow and Edinburgh begins to unravel and some of the most ruthless criminals in the North East of England and Central Scotland begin to turn on one another.

Where no shadows fall

Book 4 of the Detective Grace Macallan crime thriller series sees Grace investigate a suicide at Glasgow's notorious Barlinnie prison.

The dead inmate is Tommy McMartin, heir to a ferocious criminal family. His murder conviction saw Tommy's fall from power; cast out not for violence but because the victim was his gay lover. The investigation drags Grace into contact with her McMartin adversaries of old. But the gangland dynasty is under threat and, as it topples, secrets once dead and buried are unearthed. As she unravels Tommy McMartin's fate, Grace senses someone watching her from the shadows, someone who aches for revenge. An awful dilemma faces her: to expose the truth or let the dead lie still.

Other books to read and explore

A selection of other books including real life stories and information titles are currently being highlighted through our library catalogue.
Articles

Access to Research

The following articles can be accessed for free in any of our libraries through Access to Research.


Issues Online

This resource features entry level concise and comprehensive articles on a variety of social topics suitable for secondary school upwards and can be accessed from anywhere.

In the news

There are many articles from across the world on human trafficking that feature in the news. We have selected a few from 2018/2019.


Further information and reading online

❖ City Hearts Aberdeen https://www.cityheartsaberdeen.com/
❖ Council of Europe https://www.coe.int/en/web/anti-human-trafficking
❖ Migration Scotland http://www.migrationscotland.org.uk/anti-human-trafficking-and-exploitation-resources
❖ Stella’s Voice https://stellasvoice.org.uk/
❖ Stop the Traffik https://www.stopthetraffik.org/